Drawing sophistication
Adding a little luxury and a whole lot of style made this kitchen a winner
While organising two of the most stressful things
that you can do in life — building a new home
and planning a wedding — this happy couple can
be forgiven for overlooking the kitchen. With an
almost complete and happy home, the owners
needed an elegant revamp to fit in with the rest of
the stunning home.
Choosing Kitcheners Kitchens took the worry
out of having to design and build the kitchen as
they developed this spectacular new upgrade.
Staying with the existing layout, the kitchen was
customised to the owners’ specifications with
polyurethane cabinetry and plenty of drawers.
The prestigious new look complements the
residence and adds to the flow of the home.
Attention to detail in the fixtures and finishes
gives an opulent feel, while handleless drawers
and doors enhance the refined modern ambience
of the space and the lilac splashback adds a
contemporary twist to the room. Previously, the
kitchen was technically sound; style was the
problem. The area is now the fashionable hub of
the home. The appealing large island bench is
a convivial space in which to eat, talk and, more
importantly, create.
With great storage space and innovative design
aspects, this kitchen is certainly a cut above its
previous attire and proves that with state-of-theart design and top-quality finishes, a kitchen can
be magnificent without breaking the bank.
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StYLIsH DEsIGn HAS BeEn COmBInED
WITH INnOVAtIVE IDeAS To CReATe tHIS
WOnDErFUl SpACE.

Fact file
The kitchen was designed and built by KITCHENERS KITCHENS 56 O’Riordan Street, Alexandria NSW 2015 Phone 1800 826 144 Email design@kitcheners.com.au
Website www.kitcheners.com.au Doors polyurethane with handeless pencil-round profile, Dulux Natural Stone, gloss-finished Panels Matching pencil-round profile,
Dulux Natural Stone, gloss-finished doors Handles Floor cabinet: handleless with shadowline; wall unit: handless with finger-pull; pantry: long rectangle handle to
match fridge Benchtop Laminated benchtops in Toffee Mineral Stone, with gloss finish Splashback Metallic grape glass Kickboards Matching Floor 500mm x 500mm
gloss tile in sandstone look Walls Antique White Lighting Halogen lights Appliances include an electric Westinghouse PGN659S oven with separate grill, a ceramic
900mm Westinghouse GHL92S cooktop, a 900mm-wide glass canopy, a stainless-steel Westinghouse SB9157 dishwasher, a 1¾ drop-in stainless-steel sink, mixer taps
and a Bosch HMT9656AU and trim kit microwave
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